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Pipeline to Lake Huron –
Projected Completion: Late 2016

Flint River – Drinking Water Source: 
April 25, 2014
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August - September 2014
Bacteria/E. coli violation

January 2015
Exceeds total 

trihalomethane
limit

April 2014
Switch to Flint River

October 2014
General Motors stops 

using Flint Water

August 2015
Virginia Tech 
beings “Flint 
Water Study”



Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality (MDEQ) 
Responsibility

Due to Flint River water chemistry 
and treatment

For Lead Release 
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Sephia8 – mlive.com
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“A major concern from a public health standpoint 
is the absence of corrosion control treatment in 

the City of Flint” 

June 2015



Flint's mayor drinks water from tap to prove it's safe

"It's your 
standard tap 
water. You can 
taste a little bit of 
the chlorine," 
Walling said.  
Walling says he 
drinks the water 
every day.

“Let me start here – anyone who is concerned about lead in the drinking water in Flint 
can relax,” said MDEQ Spokesman on July 13th, 2015



The Daily Mail/AP

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2978777/Protests-water-taste-smell-city-breaks-tie-Detroit.html
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Bridging the Gap Between Engineers and Society: Learning to Listen
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Dr. Marc Edwards Aug 2015
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At a Flint hospital



Website/Facebook/Twitter launched late August

Purpose: 

• Inform Flint residents about water quality issues

• Bring public awareness w/ data and science 

• Resident queries framing research questions

www.flintwaterstudy.org

Letters/Phone calls



Iron Corrosion Experiment 



Iron Corrosion Experiment



Flint Detroit

Lead Corrosion 

Experiment 



Public Health Advisory:

September 2015 

For 271 samples:

90th Percentile for First Draw: 26.8 ppb 

(EPA Action Level = 15 ppb)

Highest First Draw: 158 ppb

Highest overall: 1051 ppb



Response from MDEQ

“This group specializes in looking for high lead 
problems. They pull the rabbit out of that hat 
everywhere they go. Nobody should be surprised when 
the rabbit comes out of the hat, even if they can’t figure 
out how it is done”

-Brad Wurfel

MDEQ’s Communications Director



Late Sept 2015



Blood Lead Water Lead



http://www.crainsdetroit.com/article/20150928/NEWS01/150929872/doctors-urge-flint-to-stop-using-water-from-flint-river



City of Flint/MDEQ Cheated on Monitoring



State and Federal Emergencies, $16M spent to switch 

back to Detroit water and provide free testing

Oct 2015 Jan 2016



August 2015 to July 2016

Lead Data

Aug. 2015 – March 2016

• Found out, people still using 

VERY LITTLE water. 

• State initiated flushing 

program to bring corrosion 

control into homes

July 2016

• Still improving

Nov 2016…TBA

Aug. 2015

90th percentile lead = 29 ppb

March 2016

90th percentile lead = 23 ppb

July 2016

90th percentile lead = 15.6 ppb



Excerpt from our NSF RAPID Grant:



1. More nutrients in river

2. Iron corrosion = more 

iron entering buildings’ 

pipes

3. High iron corrosion 

removed chlorine 

disinfectant

Lack of corrosion control = Increased Legionella



Genesee County Legionnaires’ Outbreaks -- ~ 90 cases; 12 deaths

Flint Water

Switch



Oct. 17, 2014: Representatives of the county Health Department and the 
city's water treatment plant met, discussing the county's "concerns 
regarding the increase in Legionella cases and possible association with 
the municipal water system  -- Health Dept decided announcement 
would “Inflame the situation”

CDC (April 27, 2015): “We are very concerned about this Legionnaires’ 
disease outbreak,” ..“It’s very large, one of the largest we know of in the 
past decade, and community-wide, and in our opinion and experience it 
needs a comprehensive investigation.”

June 4, 2015: MI Dept Health to CDC = “Outbreak is over” 



Genesee County Legionnaires’ Outbreaks -- ~ 

90 cases; 12 deaths

Outbreak is 
“over” and can’t 
investigate

Knew about 
outbreak



“This study fills an important knowledge gap linking 
the switch to Flint River water to the 2014 and 2015 
clusters of Legionnaires’ disease in Genesee County ….”
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Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) 101

• Sample high-risk homes
• Lead service line (“Tier 1” homes)
• Pre-1986 construction

• Sample a certain number of homes, based on population of city

• When ≥10% of homes have [Pb] ≥ 15 ppb utility must take action
• Optimization studies for corrosion control
• Lead pipe replacement
• Notify public



“Gaming” the LCR

• Don’t target high risk homes

• Collect more samples from locations you expect to be low

• Invalidate samples

• Time your sample collection to “good” times of the year

• Pre-flush water the night before compliance sampling

• Instructing homeowners to open tap slowly

• Providing sample bottles with narrow opening

• Instructing homeowners to remove aerators





Requested that state 

agencies advice utilities to 

make public “the materials 

inventory that systems 

were required to complete 

under the LCR, including 

the locations of lead 

service lines, together with 

any more updated 

inventory or map of lead 

service lines and lead 

plumbing in the system.”



Requested 

clarification because 

EPA statement could 

“create a false 

impression of the data 

that many utilities 

have on hand”

LCR rule language 

calls for a “materials 

evaluation” rather 

than “materials 

inventory”



“To  hold 

paramount the 

safety, health, 

and welfare of 

the public” First 

Canon of Civil 

Engineering

“I’m not so sure 
Flint is the 
community we 
want to go out 
on a limb for.”
- Internal EPA 
Email

v/s



MDEQ to the City

“We hope you have 61 more 

lead/copper samples collected and 

sent to the lab by 6/30/15, and that 

they will be below the AL for lead. As 

of now with 39 results, Flint’s 90th 

percentile is over the AL for lead.” 

email from MDEQ to City of Flint



“…I am really getting tired of the bad actors being 

defended, the bad actions being ignored, and people 

trying to do the right thing are constantly being subjected 

to intense scrutiny as if we were doing something 

wrong….. I am not happy to find bad things…but where 

these problems exist I will not ignore them” 

http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/michigan/flint-water-

crisis/2016/03/28/whistle-blower-del-toral-grew-tired-epa-cesspool/82365470/



Non-profit Misinformation





What were they saying?   … In APRIL 2016

<<Group>> toxicologists have reviewed the testing results to 
date and have found that …

• aerosolized particulate lead from showers …can be inhaled 
directly to the lungs.

• excessive phosphates can lead to low blood pressure which 
residents of Flint are reporting.”



From the desk of Water Defense’s Scott Smith…





UMASS DBP Findings

•Very consistent with other cities
•None of the regulated DBPs exceeded Federal 
Standards
•Even in water heaters, where they’d be expected 
to be higher

•None of the unregulated DBPs showed anything out 
of ordinary
• (35 years of DBP research behind this statement)









What Flint has shown America (and the world)

• Our crumbling infrastructure (deteriorating mains and Pb pipes)

• Issues with lead nationwide (>5300 of systems reporting high Pb – kids 
being exposed nationwide)

• Importance of understanding and  maximizing corrosion control 

• Consistent flaws in the LCR and Cheating on LCR sampling 
• June 2016: At least 33 major US cities still use faulty sampling

• Criminal charges for willful neglect by public servants (Flint: 9 ppl so far)

• Despite all best intentions, a culture focused on compliance and 
meeting regulations, rather than protecting public health



Lessons for academics – Getting involved 101
• Reach out to agencies/utilities first

• PARTNERSHIPS with/TRUST of citizens critical

• Be RESPECTFUL of concerns/pain and suffering

• An “OPEN SCIENCE” approach

• FOIA requests exposed wrongdoing, bad science

• Making a mistake is NOT an option

• Stay focused on the BIG PICTURE

• ADVOCATE for public health and good science

• Get comfortable with expressing EMOTION

• REFLECT on a regular basis



Observations for others

• Being HONEST, empathetic and COMPASSIONATE with the public 
whether in an emergency or not – it could be your child!

• DO NOT ridicule the public or trivialize their concerns

• QUESTION scientific basis for current water laws 

• Continued investment in TRAINING of your employees

• DISSENTING IS UNCOMFORTABLE, but we need better agency 
cultures to encourage whistleblowers to stand up

• Use SOCIAL MEDIA and Consumer Confidence Reports to your 
advantage!

• Recruit CITIZEN SCIENTISTS in data collection/decision making 



Examples from our FOIAs:

MDEQ on citizen groups:
“It’s been rough sledding thought a steady parade of 
community groups keeping everyone hopped-up and 
misinformed”

DHHS to a mother on child’s blood lead level: 
“He is barely lead poisoned. If CDC had not changed 
their lead poisoning standard from 10 down to 5, we 
would not be having this conversation.”
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